EASTBOUND WEEKDAYS

Westcliff Transit Center (Bay 7) → Rainbow → Decatur → Rancho → Martin L. King → Bonneville Transit Center (BTC) Bay 17 → Maryland Pkwy & Bonanza → Pecos → Washington & Nellis → Bonanza & Nellis

CONTINUES AS ROUTE

Schedule Times: AM Times in REGULAR PM Times in BOLD

• NO SERVICE

Additional bus stops approximately every 1/4 mile between time points.
Schedule Times: AM Times in REGULAR PM Times in BOLD
☆ NO SERVICE
### Schedule Times

- **AM Times in REGULAR**
- **PM Times in BOLD**

**CONTINUES AS ROUTE**

### Westbound Sundays

#### Bonanza & Nellis
- Washington & Nellis
- Maryland Pkwy & Bonanza
- Bonneville Transit Center (BTC) Bay 7a

#### Washington & Nellis
- Maryland Pkwy & Bonanza
- Bonneville Transit Center (BTC) Bay 20

#### Martin L King
- Bonneville Transit Center (BTC) Bay 17a

#### Decatur
- Rancho
- Rainbow

#### Westcliff Transit Center
- Bonanza & Nellis

### Eastbound Sundays

#### Bonanza & Nellis
- Washington & Nellis
- Maryland Pkwy & Bonanza
- Bonneville Transit Center (BTC) Bay 7a

#### Washington & Nellis
- Maryland Pkwy & Bonanza
- Bonneville Transit Center (BTC) Bay 20

#### Martin L King
- Bonneville Transit Center (BTC) Bay 17a

#### Decatur
- Rancho
- Rainbow

#### Westcliff Transit Center
- Bonanza & Nellis

### Additional Bus Stops

- Schedule Times: AM Times in REGULAR PM Times in BOLD
- **NO SERVICE**

### Additional Notes

- Layover
- Time Point
- Route Transfer
- Community/ Casino/Retail
- SDX Strip & Downtown Express
- SX Sahara Express
- WAX Westcliff Airport Express

- Additional bus stops approximately every 1/4 mile between time points.